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TAMMET Systems Ltd. has rebranded to Vertemax Ltd. 

With significant growth in the past few years fuelled by innovation and development into wider 

sectors, our products and services are increasingly in demand. Together with our recent 

international development that has seen us open up our first operational hub outside of the UK in 

Canada, vertemax™ will help us to continue to build on these successes. The rebrand is a reflection 

of the shift in position that we occupy as a leader in workzone safety that now crosses multiple 

sectors in Construction, Maritime, Industrial and Rail. 

vertemax™ offers products designed to protect people, and services that are in the forefront of 

dynamic and clever, function and design. 

Today, what sets us apart as the workzone safety company, is how innovation is at the heart of 

everything that we do, and how we are working closely day-to-day with customers across sectors to 

help them achieve the very best in site protection and efficiency.  That ethos is driven by a design 

philosophy and a capacity focused on continual improvement of products and services.  Indeed, it is 

our vision to be recognised consistently as the leading workzone safety company worldwide. 

The business’ considerable experience and expertise comes from decades of working in the 

industry, in industrial design, product development, advanced scaffolding and in supply and 

distribution. 

We aim to support each customer in any way we can, with any challenge and wherever needed.  As 

a company who puts customer experience and satisfaction at the top of the list, we pride ourselves 

on being flexible and in being able to offer real understanding of the complexities, challenges and 

demands of the environments our partners work in. 



Distilled, the vertemax™ mission is to be the brand that workers want protecting them and the 

company its customers can rely on. 

“We are thrilled to launch our new brand to the world, and to introduce new workzone safety 

products and services to the market” says Jamie Russon, General Manager, vertemax™ Ltd. 

To learn more about our rebrand journey and what workzone safety products and services we offer, 

please visit our website and follow us on Social Media for updates on interesting projects, case 

studies and new launches. 
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